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Les traits noirs indiquent le numérotage des Routes nationales, des Routes Départementales et des chemins de grande portée.

Les traits bleus indiquent les distances entre villes, départements ou entre ville et campagne.
The numbers 16-86 refer to individual Roman sites studied in detail in Volume 2.
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N.B.

The distribution maps of Roman and native sites in our area of special study (maps 7-12) are made up of two parts - a west and an east sheet - which are numbered, for example 7a (west sheet) and 7b (east sheet). The two sheets of each distribution map should be placed together so that the two arrows on the eastern edge of sheet 'a' meet the two arrows on the western edge of sheet 'b', as below:

![Diagram showing sheets 'a' and 'b' with arrows aligning]

Details of topography and present-day pattern of settlement and communications for our area of special study (from the maps Afrique 1/500,000 Type Tourisme Oran and Alger, published by the Institut Géographique National, Paris) have been reproduced at a scale of 1/600,000 as a transparent overlay. The overlay is also divided into two parts, a west and an east sheet (13a/b), which have been trimmed to fit exactly over the corresponding parts of the distribution maps.
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Firm evidence that civil settlement had achieved rank of chartered town
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A fort constructed here in the 200s.

Evidence that civil settlement had achieved city status in the 300s.
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THE MAIN PHYSICAL REGIONS

- Plains below 200 metres
- Hills and mountain chains with a complex folded structure [Tell Atlas]
- Interior basins
- Atlas Tabulaire
- Interior high plains
- Saharan Atlas
- Saharan Piedmont

[Map of the main physical regions of Algeria with place names and scale in kilometres]
THE DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF NATIVE SETTLEMENT IN THE RAS ASFOUR

- Village
- Isolated House
- Enclosure

THE 'DIR' OF THE RAS ASFOUR
TYPES OF NATIVE SETTLEMENTS & THEIR DISTRIBUTION

- VILLAGE
- FORTIFIED RESIDENCE OF CHIEFTAIN
- ISOLATED HOUSE
- ENCLOSURE WITHOUT INTERNAL BUILDINGS
- UNCLASSIFIED NATIVE RUINS

The numbers 1-15 refer to native sites studied in detail in volume two.
ECONOMIC EVIDENCE FROM NATIVE SITES

NATIVE SETTLEMENTS IN THE RAS ASFOUR
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NATIVE SITES WHICH SHOW EVIDENCE OF ROMAN INFLUENCES

Native Settlements in the Ras Asfour

- Village
- Fortified Residence of Native Chieftain
- Isolated House
- Enclosure Without Internal Buildings
- Unclassified Native Ruins

Evidence of Romanisation

Permanent Camps Along the Severan Limes
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The numbers 16-86 refer to individual Roman sites studied in detail in Volume 2.
Ilia ROMAN MILITARY SITES

- Base of Army of Occupation during the 1st century
- Fort established during 2nd century
- Permanent camp on Severan Limes
- Ala Miliaria
- Possible military site
- Small fort
- Roman road
- Provincial capital
- Veteran colony
- Other cities occupied during 1st century

Map showing various military sites and cities in Roman territory.
TYPES OF ROMAN CIVILIAN SETTLEMENTS & THEIR DISTRIBUTION

- **Provincial Capital**
- **Veteran Colony**
- **Large Urban Centre**
- **Civil Settlement Outside Fort**
- **Other Small Urban Centres**
- **Roman Village**
- **Fortified Villa**

Legend:
- **Unfortified Villa**
- **Roman Farm**
- **Unclassified Roman Ruins**
- **Roman Road Course Certain**
- **Roman Road Course Uncertain**
- **Roman Name**
- **Modern Name**

Map showing various Roman settlements and their distribution.
Les chiffres noirs indiquent le numérotage des Routes nationales, des Routes Départementales et dcs de grands parcours.
Les chiffres bleus indiquent les distances entre villes, entre ville et drapeau.
Les triangles indiquent les lieux d'accès à l'aéroport.